40 Communities Reporting Damages from Presidentially-Declared Disasters 2011-2013
Alakanuk Chistochina Circle Crooked Creek Diomede Eagle Elim Emmonak Fort Yukon Galena Golovin Goodnews Bay Gulkana Homer Houston Hughes Kenai Kenai Peninsula Borough Kipnuk Kotlik Koyuk Matanuska-Susitna Borough Newtok Nome Nunam Iqua Platinum Red Devil Scammon Bay Seward Shaktoolik Shishmaref Stebbins Stevens Village Tanacross Tanana Teller Togiak Tununak Tyonek Unalakleet

16 Communities That May Meet HUD Most Impacted and Distressed Thresholds
Alakanuk Diomede Elim Emmonak Fort Yukon Galena Golovin Hughes Kipnuk Kotlik Newtok Seward Shaktoolik Shishmaref Teller Unalakleet

HUD 45-Day Threshold Review

3 Target Areas with 15 Communities
AVCP: Alakanuk, Emmonak, Kipnuk, Kotlik, Newtok
TCC: Fort Yukon, Galena, Hughes
Kawerak: Diomede, Elim, Golovin, Shaktoolik, Shishmaref, Teller, Unalakleet

Data aggregated to meet Unmet Recovery needs Thresholds

2 Target Areas with 7 Communities which aggregated meet Unmet Recovery Needs as well as Most Impact and Distressed Thresholds
AVCP: Alakanuk, Emmonak, Kotlik, Newtok
TCC: Fort Yukon, Galena, Hughes

5 projects from 7 communities (above) + 1 Kawerak Community for Leadership to recommend (1 or more) to Phase 2 application